BULK TRANSFER OF APS POSB ACCOUNTS TO CIVIL POST OFFICES

1. APS POSB accounts were migrated to Core-Banking Solution (CBS) platform of Dept of Posts (DoP) on 17 Sep 18 and 05 Aug 19 (residual migration) facilitating the depositors of these account to transact / applying for transfer of their accounts from any of the civil Post Offices operating on CBS platform.

2. It is intimated that all above accounts have been transferred to civil Post Offices on 27 Jan 2020, as given under :-

   (a) All types of POSB accounts (4, 33,138 No) standing in the Service Outlet (SOL) ID (90005600 & 90005601) of 1 CBPO (i.e. all accounts that were held at the FPOs under jurisdiction of 56 APO prior to migration to CBS) have been transferred to SOL ID (110000000) of GPO, New Delhi.

   (b) All types of POSB accounts (1, 54,653 No) standing in the Service Outlet (SOL) ID (90009900 & 90009901) of 2 CBPO (i.e. all accounts that were held at the FPOs under jurisdiction of 99 APO prior to migration to CBS have been transferred to SOL ID (70000100) of GPO, Kolkata.

3. With completion of above process of bulk transfer of accounts, the Savings Bank operations in APS have been closed wef 28 Jan 2020.

4. It is requested to circulate the above info upto unit level level for dissemination amongst the tps / depositors who were holding their accounts with APS.
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